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companied by at least some degree of apprehension in regard to the future. She had driven us to the display of skill and capacities for naval warfare of which we were ourselves scarcely conscious and which plainly foreboded danger to that dominion of the seas on which she had so long and with so much reason prided herself. She was too sagacious to remain insensible to the possible con-sequences of forcing a people like that with which she found herself thus involved—a people by which so much had been done in so short a period, and whose persevering spirit she became inclined to measure by her own—to a further and accelerated development of its resources and its powers.
Peace was concluded upon terms neither humiliating nor discreditable to either nation, a peace which promised far more advantages to botli than a further prosecution of the war. The Mother Country at length recognized her kindred, and feelings long dormant were wanned into action by a. lively admiration of the gallantry which had been displayed by her stubborn offspring. A new era in the character of our international relations was inaugurated. Respect, high and well deserved, was substituted for feelings which had savoured too much of contempt to breed, in return, any other than those of hatred. On our side antipathies were ameliorated by the consciousness of having forced our late and unnatural enemy at least to think better of us and by the 'confident anticipation that she would, in future, treat us with the consideration to which we felt ourselves entitled. We could therefore better afford and were in better mood to judge her future course with less unfavourable predispositions, and for nearly half a century which has elapsed since that day the temper of the English mind and the. conduct of England in respect to the people of the United States have been weighed by us in different scales. The progress of conciliation has not been, perhaps, as rapid as could have, been desired, but John Bull, altho' proverbially slow, is at the same time sure, and we have doubtless grown more punctilious as we have grown older and stronger, but our intercourse, since the war, has been, full of occurrences indicative of the nascent improvement in the reciprocal feelings of the two Countries. The liberal views expressed to me twenty seven years ago, in behalf of Lord Grey's Administration, the strongest and purest whig ministry that England had seen for fifty years, upon the subject of impressment, were significant of a, determination to remove, to the greatest practicable extent, all irritating1 questions in our public relations and the voluntary abandonment by the Administration of Lord Derby—one which in former days would have been denominated Ugh tory,—oi the right of search shows with equal clearness that the same disposition not only still exists but

